Fitzpatrick Clan Society
The Clan Quarterly
General News
We have some great news! Our congratulations go to two of our Clans, Ó Maol Phádraig Bréifne O'Mulpatrick of Bréifne and Mac Giolla Phádraig Ulaid - Mac Gilpatrick of Ulster, on their
successful registrations with Finte na hÉireann – the Clans of Ireland.
With large Fitzpatrick populations in Bréifne and Ulster, particularly Co. Cavan and Co. Down, who
have long been recognised in Irish records and by great Irish scholars, these branches of the wider
Fitzpatrick Clan are the first to ever receive the official recognition of the Clans of Ireland. Both
Clans are very welcome members of the broader Fitzpatrick Clan Society and both Clans now have
the peer recognition from other Irish Clans. You can view the list of Clans registered with Clans of
Ireland here: Register of Clans.
We have now finalised the Clan constitution, which is posted on the Fitzpatrick Clan Society
website. Clan membership numbers are now sufficient such that we are accepting nominations
for the Clan Officers. These can be emailed in; please note the cut-off date for nominations is 30
April 2019.
A reminder that, provided there are sufficient nominations, the five officers shall preferably
number:
•
•
•
•

One from Ó Maol Phádraig Bréifne - O'Mulpatrick of Bréifne;
One Mac Giolla Phádraig Ulaid - Mac Gilpatrick of Ulster;
One Mac Giolla Phádraig Osraige – Fitzpatrick of Ossory; and,
Two from members who do not identify with any of the three groups named above.

Website Updates
Be sure to check the Fitzpatrick Clan Society website and the forum page – they are updated
regularly. Like many forums these days, the forum has been subject to a lot of spam and fake
registrations. This is pretty easy to handle but it means the registrations process needs to be a
little more manual at both ends. So, if you register you also need to email us directly and let us
know, otherwise your registration will be considered fake and ignored.
DNA Test winners
The winners of the November 2018 DNA tests were Kim Fitzpatrick from California and Denise
Mahoney from Canada, and the winner for December 2018 was Clint Fitzpatrick from Michigan. All
three winners were upgraded to a 37-marker Y-STR test. We look forward to seeing their results in
a couple of months.
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Creative Award 2018
The winner of the Fitzpatrick Clan Society Creative Award for 2018 was Pauline Fitzpatrick Turner
from Australia. Congratulations Pauline! The prize offered was the Big Y-500, which Pauline has
very kindly donated to a member of the Fitzpatrick DNA Project.
Pauline’s work presents some of the story of the Fitzpatrick family of Bradford, Victoria, Australia,
particularly the life and times of Henry Fitzpatrick who was from Kilkeel, Co. Down. I’ve posted
Pauline’s work on the website and I’ve also included a delightful poem written by Henry’s
grandson, Frank Fitzpatrick. Regardless of your genes, I’m sure you will recognise some Fitzpatrick
characteristics in there.
History Slot
Aside from several well-known sites in Ossory, it’s pretty unusual to find geographic locations in
Ireland associated with the Fitzpatrick name. But recent research into those Z255 Fitzpatricks, who
trace to Monasterevin, Co. Kildare, has unearthed a little known one. Perhaps the only land parcel
in Ireland to carry the MacGilpatrick name is referenced in the Fiants of Elizabeth I where it goes
by the name Grange M’Gilpatrick (1567 AD, 1131 – see below) or Graunge MacGillepatrick (1569
AD, 1252), as well as in the Patent Rolls of James I (1605, 51) where it is called Grange-neGillpatrick. It was also known as Kilpatrick (1569 AD, 1322), which is its name today.
This land was, essentially, a farm associated with the Monastery of St Evin, but just when and why
it came to bear the MacGilpatrick name is yet a mystery. It is apparent Grange MacGilpatrick took
its name sometime after the Charter of Monasterevin Abbey, and sometime before 1567 AD. The
land for the Monastery was granted by Hugh O’Dempsey in 1189 AD, and reference to Cowlan
O’Dempsey (grandson of Hugh) and Donnall Clannagh MacGilpatrick in the Annals of
Clonmacnoise provide evidence of a ‘working relationship’ between Clan O’Dempsey and Clan
Mac Giolla Phadraig in the early 13th Century. It is not implausible that the ‘land-grab’ that
occurred in Upper Ossory following the eviction of Mac Giolla Phadraigs from Co. Kilkenny by the
Normans, led to some Mac Giolla Phadraigs re-settling in Co.Kildare.
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DNA News
Recently we have been looking at tools that can enhance the understanding of autosomal DNA
data. With growing numbers of people taking autosomal DNA tests there is a growing robustness
to autosomal datasets. Academics have led the way in using autosomal DNA to understand the
population structure of the Irish as well as Beaker migrations in Western Europe. Yes, that’s right –
autosomal DNA can be used for much more than finding recent cousins.
If you have taken an autosomal test you are most likely familiar with the myOrigins feature at
FTDNA, the Ethnicity Estimate at Ancestry, or the Admixture analysis at GEDMATCH. Well,
Eurogenes blogger, David Wesolowski, has developed some nifty models that are more advanced
and can provide more location-specific outputs than the aforementioned features. I really like the
plots that are produced by a statistical procedure called Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
An example of what the results can look like is given at the end of the newsletter for Brian
Fitzpatrick (my uncle). We can provide this service at no cost to those who are interested. All we
require is your autosomal data file.
Several people have taken advantage of the recent sales at FTDNA and we now have seven BigYs
in the pipeline. The benefits of the BigY have been further boosted by the release of FTDNA’s BigY
Block Tree, which is a remarkable achievement and a further evidence of FTDNA’s primacy of place
as the best overall global provider of Y-DNA testing for genealogy.
The Block Tree was developed by FTDNA in conjunction with Alex Williamson, whose Big Tree is
unlike anything that has ever been seen before in the area of genetic genealogy. The Block Tree is
an advance on the Big Tree because it draws on much more Next Generation Sequencing (NGS;
think of this as simply the latest and the greatest Y-DNA tests) data and also includes autosomal
data. An example of the what the tree looks like is given at the end of the newsletter.
FGC5494…A1506
Some recent and significant BigY results have shown that the FitzGerald and Fitzpatrick branches
of FGC5494 will likely all be defined by A1506>A1496>A1488, and the common ancestor of the
A1488 FitzGeralds and Fitzpatricks is from ca. 1300-1500 AD.
The addition of a Brennan to the project has enabled us to understand the Brannan branch of
A1506 is probably defined by A1506>BY140757. This has enabled us to calculate that the common
ancestor of the FGC5494 FitzGeralds-Fitzpatricks-Brannans-Daltons is from ca. 1200-1400AD.
Previously it had been considered that A1506 Brannans were Irish who derived their surname
from the Ó Braonáin Princes of Idough. However, the DNA of men with the surname Branham
bear the hallmark signatures of the A1506 group, and these Branhams trace to Yorkshire not
Ireland. Perhaps this is the smoking gun that could finally solve the riddle of the Norman DNA
signature borne by A1506 Fitzpatricks.
We’ve been contacted by a few folks who have alternative theories on the origins of FGC5494
Fitzpatricks and to give fair balance to the discussion these will be presented in the next
newsletter.
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Z255>Z16434
Z255…BY2849 Fitzpatricks continue to surprise. We now understand there are four discreet
branches: (i) BY17792 (Newry, Co. Down); (ii) BY2893 (Iveagh, Co. Down); (iii) BY2894* (Co.
Kildare); and, (iv) BY52612 (Co. Louth). The next focus for this group will be trying to find out
where Casey Fitzpatrick sits; he traces to Roger Fitzpatrick from Ardbrin, Iveagh, Co.Down in the
late 1700s.
It was really great to have Joe Fitzpatrick join the Fitzpatrick Clan Society. Joe’s recent trip to his
ancestral home in Kilcoo, Co.Down ultimately yielded a nice article written by Joe and local
historian John Devlin; the article is posted on the website. There is a lot of interest within the Clan
in the stories of those of the Irish diaspora who visit their homeland – please share whatever tales
you have.
It has been particularly warming to help Ronald Fitzpatrick trace his line to Drumgooter, Co.
Louth, which would not have been possible without the power of NGS testing. So don’t buy into
the nonsense I hear from some who say NGS testing is only for those interested in ancient
ancestry. Like many with Irish roots, once I hit the end of the paper trail I thought I’d never be
able to understand my ancestry prior to ca. 1840 AD. But NGS testing has connected my line, the
Maldron Fitzpatricks, with the line of the Fitzpatricks who stem from Daniel Fitzpatrick of Ballykeel
ca. 1720 AD.
Upcoming Events
Clans of Ireland Cultural Summit and AGM 2019, 12-13 April 2019, Dublin, Ireland.
Matt Fitzpatrick and I look forward to the first attendance of the Fitzpatrick Clan Society at the
Clans of Ireland AGM and will give a report in the next newsletter.

Sláinte is táinte

Mike Fitzpatrick PhD
Fitzpatrick Clan Society – Acting Secretary

References:
The Eleventh Report of the Deputy Keeper of the Public Records in Ireland.
Calendar of Patent Rolls of James I.
Carrigan: History and Antiquities of the Diocese of Ossory.
Drumgooter: A Tenant Farm in the 18th and 19th Centuries.
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using the Global25 Dataset for Brian Fitzpatrick
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FTDNA Block Tree for BY2849
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